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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 

Conducting polymers have been widely explored for many different purposes including sensing. In this 

thesis the conducive properties of pyrrole and the carbohydrate binding properties of boronic acid is 

combined to make a reagent-free detector for carbohydrates. The polymer is manufactured in form of 

particles in the µm scale to create a porous film which has a high surface to volume ratio.  

The material was characterised and the binding properties were evaluated for galactose and glucose. 

Proof of binding was found via both electrochemical methods and QCM-D. A correlation between R2 value 

and concentration of substrate was found which enables measurement of concentration of carbohydrates 

in unknown samples.    

 



 

Abstract 
Conducting polymers have been widely explored for many different purposes including sensing. In 

this thesis the conducive properties of pyrrole and the carbohydrate binding properties of boronic 

acid are combined to make a reagent-free detector for carbohydrates. The polymer is manufactured 

in form of particles in the µm scale to create a porous film which has a high surface to volume ratio.  

The material was characterised and the binding properties were evaluated for galactose and glucose. 

Proof of binding was found via both electrochemical methods and QCM-D. A correlation between R2 

value and concentration of substrate was found which enables measurement of the concentration of 

carbohydrates in unknown samples.    
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1 Aims and goals 
Produce a functional material for detection and binding/release of carbohydrates under electronic 

control. 

  The material need some properties in order to achieve this 

-Water processable 

To have a versatile material that can be mass-produced and implanted in different system such as in 

ink for printing electronics.  

- Electrical controlled reversibility 

To be able to both measure the concentration of carbohydrates and control it by being able to decide 

if the material should bind or release carbohydrates. 

- Conducting polymer 

Conducting polymers was chosen to enable the electrical control and being able to synthesise in 

particle form for processability. 

2 Background 
Conducting polymer was first synthesised in 1862 by anodic oxidation of aniline to polyaniline (PANI). 
Further studies was done with PANI and conducting polymers but the real breakthrough wasn’t until 
the 1970s1. Two chemists Hideki Shirakawa, Alan MacDiarmid and a physicist Alan Heeger shared a 
common interest for polymers and started collaborating. 1977 the article “Synthesis of Electrically 
Conducting Organic Polymers:Halogen Derivatives of Polyacetylene, (CH)x” was published in 
Chemical Communications which they later got the Nobel prize for. In the article they doped 
polyacetylene with different dopants: bromine, iodine and arsenic pentafluoride (AsF5) and found 
that the conductivity had increased with 7 orders of magnitude. This opened up a whole new subfield 
of polymer science and soon other polymers such as polypyrrole, polyaniline and polythiophene was 
given more attention due to their stability in air and processability, properties that polyacetylene 
lacked2. Today conducting polymers have a wide range of uses spanning from LED-devices3 to 
biosensors4 and conducting nanofibres5.  
 



Polypyrrole 
One of the first articles about characterisation of PPy was published 19636 but like other conducting 

polymer the interest started after the discovery how the doping affected the conductivity in 1977. 

Today, PPy is one of the most common conducting polymer and is used in many different areas such 

as enzyme electrodes7, supercapacitors8 and electromechanical actuation9. Studies suggests that PPy 

have good a biocompatibility10,11 which opens up possibilities for applications in vivo. Synthesis, 

structure, mechanism etc are further discussed in the theory part.  

 

Boronic acid 
Boronic acid was first isolated by Frankland 186012 but has not been given much attention until the 

1980s when it was used in cross-coupling with carbon halides. After that the interest grew and even 

though it main uses are in organic chemistry and synthesis, its ability to form esters with cis-diols has 

been shown interest, one reason being that the ester formation is easily reversible by alter the pH to 

either acidic or basic conditions. It has been vividly used for carbohydrate sensing with different 

methods such as absorption spectroscopy13, fluorescent sensors14 and potentiometric detection15. 

For biosensing purposes this is used to detect mainly glucose but also other biomolecules such as 

dopamine16.  

 

Fig 2.1 Molecular structure of boronic acid. 

Polypyrrole boronic acid derivatives 
In the literature, to the best of knowledge of the author, there are none or few studies on 

polypyrrole boronic acid derivative where the boronic acid is directly bound to the polypyrrole 

backbone. There are studies done with boronic acid not directly bound to the PPy backbone for 

carbohydrate and other sensing purposes with good results17,18. Other conducting boronic acid 

derivatives polymers have been explored for biomedical applications19, this combined with PPy’s 

biocompatibility makes polypyrrole boronic acids derivatives a promising candidate for future usage 

in biosensing. It is possible to detect binding of carbohydrates by measure the changes in 

conductivity, resistance, capacitance etc. of the material which makes materials made with 

conducting polymers with boroninc acid good candidates for sensor purposes20.  

 



Carbohydrates 
Carbohydrates are hydrated carbon chains or polyhydroxy aldehydes and ketones. Examples of 

carbohydrates are starch, cellulose and most sugars21. Carbohydrates in biochemistry is synonym to 

saccharides which can be mono- di- or poly- forms.  

 

Fig 2.2 Examples of mono- di- poly- saccharides22 

The monosaccharides can alter their structure from ring to open chain. 

 

Fig 2.3 Glucose conformation change from open chain to ring structure23. 

The ring conformation allows the carbohydrate to polymerise to create polysaccharides. This is used 

in nature as a way to store energy more efficiently. In humans and other animals glucose is stored in 

the body in the form of glycogen. 

Glucose  
Glucose is a monosaccharide also known as dextrose. It is used as a source of energy in humans. It is 

important for the body to control the glucose levels in the blood, too high or low glucose levels will 

give serious complications to the person. People with diabetes have difficulties maintaining normal 

glucose levels and therefor methods of monitoring has a huge medical importance. In US 29.1 million 



people had diabetes 2014 24 which is 9.3% of the total population. So there is a big driving force and 

market for applications that in different ways interacts with and/or measures glucose concentration.  

Galactose 
Galactose is also a monosaccharide which can be transformed to glucose in the body. If combined 

with glucose the disaccharide lactose is formed. The applications for galactose isn’t as big as glucose 

in the sense of marketwise and medical applications, but there is a disease that inhibits the 

metabolism of galactose 25. A bigger field is the food sector and for some production sectors such as 

ethanol26.  

 

Processability 
A common way to make polymers is by the electropolymerisation method. This produces a polymer 

film on the electrode from a solution of the corresponding monomer and analytes. The film’s 

thickness can be controlled by using different scan rates and number of cycles, but these methods 

lack the ability to make large amounts of materials on an industrial scale. By using wet chemical 

polymerisation in a template polymer particles can be synthesised. These particle possess properties 

like: narrow uniform size distribution, mechanical stability, forms porous structures which gives 

excellent area to volume ratio and can be more easily mass-produced in large amounts.  

 

 

Fig 2.4 A schematic picture of the difference between a drop casted film and an electropolymerised 

film. 

The main idea, shown in fig 2.4, is by having a porous structure instead of a bulk structure, the 

amount of substrate per area is significantly increased. This is because the substrate will diffuse 

poorly into the bulk of the high density electropolymerised film but in the porous structure the 

surface area exposed to the substrate is much larger.  

The particles can be processed into thin layers by drop cast techniques or blended with other 

material like ink for printing electronics, for example.  

Glucose sensing 
Today there are many ways to monitor glucose levels in the blood. It all started in 1962 when Clark 

and Lyons first proposed the enzyme electrode for detection of glucose27. 

 



 

Fig 2.5 Mechanism for glucose oxidase electrode 28 

  

Clark and Lyons used the method in the top in fig 2.5 where the oxygen consumption is monitored. 

Later, methods for using amperiometric monitoring of the hydrogen peroxide in order to measure 

the glucose level was developed29. In the second generation of glucose sensors a mediator is 

introduced seen in the bottom part in fig 2.5 This method makes the electron transfer from the 

reaction in the glucose oxidase to the electrode much shorter and improving the performance of the 

glucose sensor. This method is common in the commercial glucose sensor for self-testing. The 

procedure is to take a small volume of blood and put it on a strip where the enzyme electrode 

reaction takes place and to simply read the result on the device. The strips are easy to mass produce 

and are one time use. Over the years this procedure have been optimised in several ways by lowering 

the amount of blood needed, faster readout, more user friendly and connected to an app for easy 

monitoring over longer periods of time. 

This is an invasive technique that requires that the patient pricks the finger to get a droplet of blood. 

It is also a onetime use and does not monitor continuously. A dream have long been to have a non-

invasive method that can continuous monitor the glucose level over time. There have been several 

trials with this with optical methods such as near infrared (NIR), polarimetry, kromoscopy etc and 

with transdermal techniques such as sonophoresis and skin suction blister techniques28. However 

there is no commercial product available today that can achieve this.   

 



Multifunctional material 
Conducting polymer boroninc acid derivatives can both detect carbohydrates through changes in the 

electrochemical properties and bind via ester formations with the boronic acid. The material can 

probably not compete in price and sensitivity with commercial products but its strength lies within 

the multifunctionality. It opens up the possibilities for a product that can not only measure the 

glucose concentration but also manage it by control if the material should bind or release glucose. If 

it is possible to implement in vivo the material could act as a glucose buffer continuously and the 

patient would not have to worry about their glucose levels.  This way it can compete with the 

probably much cheaper onetime use strip sensors by being more convenient and offer full time 

monitoring and management.  

 

 

 

2 Methods   

Zeta potential 
To measure the size and zeta potential of the particles a Zeta-sizer was used.  

The size of the particles is measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique. The main principle 

is that it’s assumed that the particles have Brownian motion in the solvent and approximate them as 

spheres. By shooting monochromatic light, usually laser, at the sample light is scattered. A sensor is 

placed 90˚ from the sample in order to only collect scattered light and not light that just passes 

through the sample. By record the pattern in very close sessions, picoseconds to microseconds30 it’s 

possible to calculate the size distribution due to smaller particles moves more than larger ones. 

The zeta potential is measured by applying an electric field on the solution. Charged particles will 

then move towards their opposite charged electrode, electroosmotic flow. This electroosmotic 

mobility is directly related to the zeta potential of the particles that is measured31. To measure the 

mobility of the particles DLS is used. 

 

Electrochemical 

Cyclic voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical technique widely used for characterisation, following 

redox reactions, sensor purposes, polymerisation etc. A common setup for CV is a three electrode 

cell, shown in fig 3.1.   



 

Fig 3.1 Three electrode setup for CV measurements 

Working electrode: where the oxidation/reduction takes place and the potential is applied. A glassy 

carbon electrode was used in this work.  

Reference electrode: have a well-known and stable potential e.g. Ag/AgCl system and is used as the 

name suggest as reference for potential for the working electrode. An Ag/AgCl electrode was used in 

this work.  

Counter electrode: Also known as auxiliary electrode is used to end the circuit with the working 

electrode so current can flow32. The counter electrode also makes so that very little current is passed 

through the reference electrode which makes its potential constant and the system more stable. A 

platina wire was used as counter electrode in this work. 

The principle is to scan a potential range (usually +/-1V or less) and follow the current. The peaks, if 

any, correspond to reduction or oxidation of material/chemicals in the cell, see fig 3.2. A potentiostat 

is used to control and measure the current and potential of the cell. 



 

Fig 3.2 Polymerisation of 3-aminophenylboronic acid with 20, 40 and 60 cycles respectively at 

100mV/s. Arrows indicates redox peaks that grows for each cycle. 

CV was most mostly used in this work for electropolymerisation and to scan for peaks to decide at 

which potential the impedance experiments should be performed. 

Impedance 

Impedance approximates to resistance, but takes more factors into account than the normal Ohm’s 

law. It is assumed that resistance follows Ohm’s law at all levels of current and voltage, is 

independent of frequency etc. In short it assumes an ideal resistor. In reality a resistor cannot always 

be assumed to be an ideal one and impedance uses are more advance model and doesn’t assume an 

ideal resistor. 

Ohm’s law 𝑅 =
𝐸

𝐼
 R= resistance (ohm) E = voltage (V) I = current (A) 

Impedance is the same but with time as parameter as well. 

𝑍 =
𝐸𝑡

𝐼𝑡
  

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸0 sin 𝜔𝑡 

𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼0 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) 

Where ω is the frequency expressed in radians and ϕ is the phase shift. This gives 



𝑍 =
𝐸0 sin 𝜔𝑡

𝐼0 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑)
= 𝑍0

sin 𝜔𝑡

sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑)
 

which takes the phase shift and the frequency into account which normal resistance, ohm’s law 

doesn’t. 

 

The basic principle is to apply an AC voltage to the cell and measure that current that flows. The AC 

current that is measured are shifted relative to the AC voltage applied. The data can then be 

processed in different ways.  

One of the most common ways to analyze the data is by using the Nyquist plot which plots the real 

part of Z on the x-axis versus the imaginary part on the y-axis where each point in the graph is one 

frequency. One drawback of the Nyquist plot is that it’s not possible to know by just looking at the 

graph which frequencies was used. Another way of analyse or present the data is bode plot where 

the |Z| (=Z0) is plotted against the frequency33.  

Impedance was used to track the changes of the electrochemical properties of the material when 

galactose and glucose was added.  

Equivalent electrical circuit (EEC)  

To be able to extract more data from impedance measurement an EEC model is created for the 

system.  

 

Fig 3.3 EEC model used in this project. 

In this project the model seen in fig 3.3 is used. 

Rs element represents the solution resistance. The resistance is dependent on several factors: 

temperature, concentration of ions, types of ions.  



RCT element represent the charge-transfer resistance. It corresponds to how many/fast electrons can 

transfer via redox-reactions. 

Constant Phase Element (CPE) is used when the system does not behave like a double layer 

capacitor. The CPE takes other factor in account to compensate for the non-ideal double layer 

capacitor.  

W element represent the Warburg impedance. The Warburg is more prominent at lower frequencies 

due to that is when the diffusion factor start to have an effect. Warburg is the diffusion of 

molecules/ions from the electrode to the solution. 

Modelling is used in this work to get quantitative data from the impedance measurements to try and 

correlate concentration of galactose/glucose to a parameter in the model. 

Experimental setup 

 

Fig 3.4 Electrode preparation method. 

The impedance experiment was carried out by cleaning electrodes with 0.3μm and 0.05μm polish 

respectively until a mirror like surface was achieved. Next, 5μl of concentrated particles was put on 

the electrode and left in room temperature for 10minutes. For evaporation of the water the 

electrode is put in 60° for 20min and before use put in room temperature for 30min, fig 5.4. The 

electrode is then put in buffer for at least 2h to equilibrate and also to make sure it’s stable, before 

measurement.  

 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

The morphology of the particles can be measured/evaluated by SEM. There are different modes in a 

SEM depending on the type of measurement. The most common ones are secondary electron (SE) 

and back-scattered electrons (BSE). SE gives information about the surface morphology due to more 

scattering if electrons hit a non-flat surface. BSE penetrates deeper and gives information about what 

elements the sample contains and the distribution of them34. 



 

Fig 3.5 SEM sample setup. 

The sample is prepared by first washing the particles to remove any impurities. A drop (~3μl) of the 

solution is then put on an Au coated Si surface and are then dried. The Si piece is then connected to 

the holder with silver paste and lastly the whole sample is covered with a thin conduction layer of Pt 

or Au shown in fig 3.5. 

SEM was used to examine the morphology and size of the polymer particles. 

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) 

The QCM has primarily been used to measure film layer thickness in vacuum or in gas environment. 

This was then expanded to liquid phase and been used in electrochemistry and biosensors.  

 

Fig 3.6 1: The upper side facing the gas/liquid phase. 2: the other side. Black is the electrode and 

white is the quartz crystal.  

Fig 3.6 shows a schematic picture of the quartz-crystal. Electrodes are applied on both sides and is 

connected to an oscillator. Due to quartz being a piezoelectric material it can be excited to oscillate 

at the acoustic resonance frequency. This resonance frequency is shifted depending on the mass of 

the crystal. Thereby increase of mass on the crystal can be measured by the shift and layer 

depositions can be followed live as well as binding events in biosensing.35 When doing QCM in liquid 

some problems arise which is connected to that some more assumptions has to be made. 



Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) 

QCM-D measures, in addition to frequency, dissipation. Dissipation is a unit that is not as sensitive to 

stress, temperature and viscosity and is more suitable for measurements done in liquid environment 

and soft materials that dissipates more energy from the system. 36 

QCM-D was used to prove that there is binding of carbohydrates and not some kind of adsorption or 

weaker interactions.  

 

Wet chemical polymerization synthesis 

Particle synthesis 

The calcium carbonate nanoparticles (CNP) are synthesised by simply mixing sodium carbonate 

(aq)(Na2CO3) (1M) and calcium chloride(aq) (CaCl2) (1M).  The following reactions takes place 

Na2CO3(aq) + CaCl2(aq) -> 2 NaCl(aq) + CaCO3 (s) 

The solution was washed by adding solvent, centrifuging and discarding the supernatant and re-

dispersing in solvent. This was repeated twice for each solvent, water and ethanol. After adding 

ethanol, the sample was left for 5 min to make sure that the ethanol properly diffuse into the CNP. 

This is done because the monomer is dissolved in ethanol to enable better diffusion. 



 

Fig 3.7 Synthesis scheme of particle fabrication and polymerisation. 

The monomer BPBA was dissolved in ethanol and a TBAF is added to a 2:3 molar ratio 

monomer:TBAF. The concentration was not determined as BPBA was added until the solution was 

saturated with the monomer. The solution was then left for 12h to ensure that all monomer had 

reacted and lost the BoC protective group from the synthesis37.  

After the last repeat of washing, 100µl of the CNP was mixed with 100µl of monomer and left for 

30min. The sample was again centrifuged and the kept to remove any non-diffused monomer. 

~200µl of saturated Cu(II)(ClO4)2  was added to start the polymerisation and the solution was 

incubated for 12h. 

The polymer solution was washed as before but in reverse order, ethanol -> water to remove any 

reacted monomer outside the template. To remove the CaCO3 template the particles were washed in 

the same way as with solvent with EDTA (0.2M) and this was repeated until there was no more 

reaction which was indicated by no bubbles when EDTA is added. The particles were then washed 

with water to remove any remains from EDTA, CaCO3 and Cu(II)(ClO4)2 and stored in water.  

 



The procedure for pyrrole is the same except that pure pyrrole was used. 

4 Theory 

Conducting polymers  
The basic principle of conducting polymers is charges that travel though a conjugated system in 

forms of solitons (negatively charged), polarons (positively charged) or bipolarons (several). When a 

charge is introduced, polarons if p-doped, solitons if n-doped and the charge can propagate through 

the conjugated backbone of the polymer.  

 

Fig 4.1 Soliton movement from one chain to another mechanism in polyacetylene38  

Here in fig 4.1 polyacetylene have two forms, R and L, depending on how the double bonds are 

aligned. Where the transition between the two forms is there is a gap in the conjugation and this is 

where charges can transfer by resonance. It is also possible to transfer charge to another chain or 

molecule. 

 

Fig 4.2 Bipolarons in a PPy chain.  

PPy is a conducting polymer and can transfer charges through polarons, see fig 4.2. Note that the 

positive ion must not be on the nitrogen as it can resonance stable in the ring or in the next ring. 



Another factor that influences the conductivity is how the polymer geometry/morphology is.  

 

 

Fig 4.3 Orbital landscape of PPy and how it can be disturbed by twists in the chain39  

Fig 4.3 shows how the π-orbital is ordered in a conjugated system. If the planarity of the polymer is 

the disturbed then the π orbital-conjugation are disturbed as well and the conductivity goes down. 

 

Polymerdoping (IONS) 
When solitons/polarons are created a charge appears. To compensate for this and stabilise the 

system, counter ions are added. When the counter ion stabilises the ion that is created it becomes 

easier for the charge to travel through the polymer chain as new ions are created.   

 

 

Fig 4.4 Possible hydrogen bond for geometry stabilization. 

Depending on size, polarity, charge etc. the doping ion can have other effects than just stabilising the 

ion created, fig 4.4. It could affect the geometry by for example hydrogen binding to lock the polymer 

into a fixed geometry. This is why it is important to carefully choose what dopant to use.  

 



Self-doping  

A problem with doping conducting polymers is that when soliton/polarons are created a counter-ion 

is needed to establish net charge neutrality. These ions must diffuse from the surrounding 

environment and will be free when the soliton/polarons disappear. This diffusion process can be a 

rate limiting step which needs to be solved to improve the conductivity if this is the case.  

 

Fig 4.5 PPyBA selfdoping process. The negatively charge is delocalised.  

Self-doped polymers have a functional group that can be oxidised or reduced that acts as an 

immobilised dopant ion. So for example when the polymer is oxidized the M+ is released and acts as 

a counter ion to X-. When the polymer is reduced it goes back to X-M. They also increase the 

solubility in water due to ions that induces a dipol-dipol bond with water which is usually a positive 

property.  

 

Pyrrole polymerisation 
The mechanism behind the chemical polymerisation of pyrrole is not fully understood. There are 

however several theories about it. The most widely accepted one is: 
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Fig 4.6 One proposed polymerisation mechanism of pyrrole40. 

Pyrrole is oxidised with FeCl3 or Cu(II)(ClO4)2. A radical is created and is delocalised due to the 

resonance structure. Two radicals can then combine to form a bond. The last step is the 

deprotonation to get the uncharged chain. This process is repeated with until a long chain is formed, 

however they grow indefinitely. This is because several chains will start growing at the same time 

and the chance of two bigger chains to form one chain is low due to the statistical likelihood that 

they will meet. The lengths of the chain will be statistically distributed, how depends on the 

conditions. The polymerisation accelerates after the first dimer is formed due to larger resonance 

structure and thereby more stable radicals that are formed more easily, a seed effect. 

Another proposed mechanism is: 
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Fig 4.7 One proposed pyrrole polymerisation mechanism40. 

Here one pyrrole becomes a radical and attacks another pyrrole. The radical is then delocalised over 

the two pyrrole rings. Here it can either be oxidised to get rid of the radical or attack a new pyrrole 

molecule. The radical should be more stable the longer the chain due to resonance stabilisation. As 

the last step the deprotonisation occur and the polypyrrole chain is created. 



Boronic acid reactions 
Boronic acids are known to form ester bonds with cis-diols like glucose and galactose20.

 

Fig 4.8 PBA forms an ester bond with glucose. 

This reaction is, even though it forms covalent bonds, reversible. The reaction is strongly pH 

dependent. In high or low pH the complex undergoes base or acid catalysed ester hydrolysis. The 

binding constant is there for heavily dependent on the pH41.  

 

5 Results 

Testing the setup 
First an experiment was done where PANI was synthesised. This was done in order to see if the 

equipment was working properly and to get some experience with electropolymerisation. 

 

To test out setup with the potentiostat, electrode etc. results with another polymer with boronic acid 

group from an article was tested and compared. 3-aminophenyl boronic acid was synthesized via 

electropolymerisation. 



 

Fig 5.1 Reproduced experiment from the article in PBS buffer pH 7 in order to test the experimental 

setup. Red dots are in PBS buffer, black dots are after incubation with 0.2M galactose 



 

Fig 5.2 Results from article used for testing the setup 42  

The setup used in this work measured frequency in a range 0.1 – 100k Hz and with galactose while 

the article used 1-10k Hz and also used fructose. The trend is still same, that with the addition of 

substrate there is a clear change in the signal. 

Testing the particles  

Setup 

The solution used was TRIS-Base buffer with pH 8.6 and 0.1M NaF. 



To see if the particles have any affinity for polyiols, galactose was chosen as substrate due to its 

higher affinity to boronic acid compared to glucose. 

 

Fig 5.3 Relationship between pH Keq and different substrates43 

Galactose calibration curve 

 

Fig 5.5 Galactose calibration curve with 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.1 M of galactose where 

the 

 



The measurement was performed by measuring 3 times at 0.2V with 60s equilibration time. Between 

each concentration the sample was left undisturbed for 30min to equilibrate in the new, higher, 

concentration. However, even though the error % is low there was a trend that each of the 3 

measurements of each concentration was slightly increasing 

It is possible to get some information just from the Z’ vs Z’’ spectra but impedance measurements 

generate more parameters than that and to further extract data an EEC model for the system is 

created.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modelling EEC  

 

 

Fig 5.6 EEC and fitting by EIS program44 

R1 is solution resistance which can change with the substrate conc. R2 is charge transfer resistance. 

Aw1 is the Warburg impedance. P1 and n1 is from the CPE part which is used if the system show non-

ideal double layer capacitance behaviour. These parameters can be used to plot against 

concentration for measurements of samples with unknown concentration. 



 

Fig 5.7 R2 values vs concentration of galactose. 

From fig 5.7 there is a linear relationship between R2 and concentration of galactose. 

 



Fig 5.8 Capacitance vs concentration of galactose. 

It is also possible to plot capacitance vs concentration. However one point at 0.04M is off but if the 

first 0.04M is excluded it forms a linear range at least 0-0.08M depending on 0.1M point is off or it 

flattens out at that concentration.  

Glucose measurements  

After seeing that galactose worked well for the system the next step was to try glucose.  

Calibration curve 

 

Fig 5.9 Glucose calibration curve.   

Compared to galactose calibration curve, fig 5.9, it has the same trend with the main change of signal 

in the low frequency region. The signal change is, as expected, lower compared to galactose due to 

the binding constants. 

Modelling EEC  

It was possible to find a good fit with model seen in fig 3.3 for all measurements.  



 

Fig 5.10 EEC model of 0.075M glucose measurement seen in fig 5.9  

All error % except one (3,62%) are below 3% which indicates that the model is a good fit. The values 

from the EEC model can be used to plot R2 and C versus glucose concentration.

 

 

Fig 5.11 R2 plotted against glucose concentration. 



 

Fig 5.12 Log R2 vs Log concentration of glucose. 

The R2 versus glucose concentration, fig 5.11, gives a linear range up to 0.1M. By looking at the curve 

in fig 5.11 it looks like an exponential relationship. Fig 5.12 shows the log R2 vs log concentration of 

glucose which gives a linear relationship for the whole range of concentrations of glucose that is 

used.  



 

Fig 5.13 Capacitance vs glucose concentration. 

The capacitance trend is here reversed from galactose. The trend is broken by the p1 value in the 

model for 0.5M glucose. 

 

Non-modelling analysis of the data 
There is other ways to analysis the data besides making a model. The capacitance can be calculated 

from the raw data by the formula: 

𝑌′′ =  
𝑍′′

𝑍′2 + 𝑍′′2   

ω = frequency ∗ 2π 

𝑌′′

ω
= 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑑) 

By plotting the capacitance vs Z’ or ω it’s possible to see if the capacitance change with addition of 

substrate. 



Galactose 

 

Fig 5.14 F vs log ω for galactose after transferring the raw data by the formula for capacitance.  

 



Fig 5.15 F vs Z’ for galactose after transferring the raw data by the formula for capacitance. 

As seen in both fig 5.14 and 5.15 the capacitance is increased when galactose is added.  

 

 

Glucose 

 

Fig 5.16 F vs log ω for glucose after transferring the raw data by the formula for capacitance. 



 

Fig 5.17 F vs Z’ for glucose after transferring the raw data by the formula for capacitance. 

As seen in both fig 5.16 and 5.17 the capacitance is increased when glucose is added. 

The increase in capacitance is higher for galactose than for glucose which is expected due to the 

higher binding affinity of galactose. The reason for the increase in capacitance is discussed later. 

Test pyrrole for glucose sensing 

To see that it is the boronic group that interacts with the substrate, PPyP was tested. 



 

Fig 5.18 Spiketest for PPyP with glucose.  

 

Fig 5.19 Run plotted versus R2 values. 



As seen in fig 5.18 and 5.19 there is only drift in the measurements and no increase signal from 

adding glucose. Galactose and glucose test with PPBAP also have drifting but shows a clear increase 

when substrate is added. However, the drift for PPyP is big and the modelling was not as good as 

other ones, some error % were over 5%. Due to the drifting this isn’t a very strong proof that PPy is 

non-sensitive to glucose.  

 

Reversability  
To be able to reverse the binding of substrate is important if the product is meant to be reusable. In 

this case it’s the ester bond between the boron and the substrate that needs to be broken, see fig 

4.8. This can be done in several ways.  

 

Chemically (pH) 

 

Fig 5.20 Galactose signal before and after 0.1M H2SO4 treatment. 

The perhaps most obvious way is acidic or basic ester hydrolysis. As seen in fig 5.20 it is possible to 

break the ester bond and also bind new galactose. The baseline is shifted though and there can be 

several explanations for that which will be discussed later. Still the test shows that it is possible to 

wash out galactose and to bind it again. 

 



Electrochemically   

If the device is designed to measure the substrate concentration, either absorbed or present, the 

best way is probably electrochemically. Since there already is electrodes the most ideal way to 

reverse the binding would be by applying a strong enough voltage. That way there is no need for 

harsh chemical treatment and all can be done in fewer steps and much easier be implied in a sensor 

etc.  

 

Fig 5.21 Voltages varying between -0.5 and -1.2 is applied for 60s to see if there is any change of 

signal which would imply release of glucose. Black dots is before glucose incubation, red is after 

incubation of 0.5M glucose. Yellow, green and blue is after -0.5,-0.7 and -1.2V treatment. 



 

Fig 5.22 Further experiment with -1.4V voltage treatment. Graph show that the signal changes back 

towards the signal before voltage treatment but not fully. Black line is after incubation with 0.5M 

glucose and before any potential is applied, red is different times after -1.4V was applied, blue is 

after incubation with 0.05M glucose. 



 

Fig 5.23 Zoomed in the low frequency region from fig 5.22.  

As seen in fig 5.21 the signal is lower after treatment with -1.2V and -1.4V respectively while there is 

no change after the -0.5V and -0.7V treatment. However after time the signal goes back up again. 

The 90, 120min data points could be drifting and after putting the electrode in 0.05M glucose (10x 

lower than before treatment) it seems to stabilise below the pre-treatment line which could imply 

that some glucose have been released.  

SEM 
The SEM samples were prepared as shown in fig 3.5. The particles were sputtered with Au for 10s at 

60mV to create a thin film over the particles.  



 

Fig 5.24 SEM pictures of PPyBAP showing the difference of morphology and size of the particles. 

 

Fig 5.25 SEM images of PPyBAP showing the difference of morphology and size of the particles. 

As seen in fig 5.24 and 5.25 the particles do not seem to have either uniform size distribution or 

morphology/geometric structure. The sizes ranges from 300nm to 2μm.  

 

Data drifting/artefacts 
As seen in many/most impedance graphs the data is drifting. This is probably due to the system not 

being in steady state. The reason for the data drifting can be many for example: material loses 

contact with the electrode, chemical reactions that are not in equilibrium, voltage applied causes a 

reaction, diffusion from solution, growth of oxide layers etc.45 The drifting can be adjusted by either 

change the conditions or by statistics afterwards to see if the change is significant or not. 



QCM-D 
The measurements was done with a flow cell where buffer with and without glucose was introduced 

to the cell with the particle coated quartz crystal. Glucose concentration was roughly 1-2M. Exact 

concentration was not measured since the experiment was done as a proof of binding glucose. 

 

Fig 5.26 Frequency graph for the measurement. 1, Buffer is added to the cell giving a huge drop due 

to the gas to fluid change, afterwards the signal is stable after the drop. 2, Changed buffer and the 

drop is hard to explain. 3, Buffer with glucose is added and there is a steady drop in the signal for all 

frequencies. 4, Switch to buffer without glucose again and signal is again stable. 5, Switch back to 

buffer with glucose. 6, Switched to wrong buffer. 

The slope in fig 5.26 between 3 and 4 indicates binding of glucose, same as the slope between 5 and 

6. The stable signal between 2 and 3 (except for the huge drop) and between 4 and 5 indicates the 

surface does not interact with the buffer. 



 

Fig 5.27 Dissipation graph for the measurement. The numbers represent the same events as in fig 

5.26. 

The dissipation in fig 5.27 follows the frequency graph well and the changes are rather low which 

indicates that the results is due to mass change and not due to factors connected to dissipation. 



 

Fig 5.28 Mass change graph. Numbers correspond to the same events as in fig 5.26. 

Here in fig 5.28 the mass change is shown and is calculated from the Sauerbrey equation.  



 

Fig 5.29 Zoomed from fig 5.28 in the region between 3 and 4.  

Fig 5.29 shows a zoomed region of fig 5.28 which shows the biggest increase in mass. The increase is 

roughly 950ng.  

6 Discussion  

Synthesis  

The synthesis is a crucial step in the process as it determines the morphology, physical and chemical 

properties of the particles.  

In the synthesis of the template there is several conditions that affect the morphology46. The 

morphology and size of the template is important as it have an impact of the size of the polymerised 

particles, porosity and morphology. These factors decides the limit of the amount of monomer that 

can be inside the template and how the polymer polymerises. 



To synthesise PPyBA the monomer BPBA needs to be pre-treated to get rid of the protective Boc 

group. Why is that? Tests were done without any pre-treatment in free solution without any sign of 

polymerisation. Different oxidisers was tested: FeCl3, Cu(II)(ClO4)2 and Na2S2O8 and neither of them 

worked. Since TBAF is known to remove the Boc group37 and the polymerisation worked after 

treatment it is assumed that the Boc was the problem.  

One hypothesis why Boc needs to remove is steric hindering. Boc is relatively big and non-polar 

group which might hinder another BPBA to come close and start the polymerisation. It could also be 

speculated that the Boc somehow destabilises some intermediate of the polymerisation reaction and 

the polymerisation never starts or perhaps only produces very short chains which could not be seen 

by the naked eye.  

Time of pre-treatment seems to be important as well.  In the first trials TBAF treatment was done for 

15-20 minutes which enabled polymerisation, but gave no response with substrate in the impedance 

measurements. By letting the pre-treatment go overnight, the same setup gives response. A possible 

explanation for this is that the first trials removed enough Boc to start the polymerisation but not all. 

This might have caused some NPyBA monomers inside the polymer chain which made the 

conductivity worse and/or hindered binding of substrate.  

The choice of oxidant will have some effect. But the effect will most probably not be the oxidation 

part. As long as it is strong enough to oxidize the monomer the only thing that matters should be the 

time it takes to polymerise. The important part is what kind of ion it leaves i.e. dopant. It is possible 

to exchange the dopant afterwards but by using any oxidant of FeCl3, Cu(II)(ClO4)2 and Na2S2O8 there 

will be a negatively charged counter ion that will act as dopant. 

The next step in the process is to remove the template and to get rid of salts etc. by washing the 

product with water several times. There is several ways to remove the CaCO3 template. One is by 

acid: 2H+ + CO3
2- -> CO2 + H2O. Using acid can give problems by either reacting with the polymer or 

introducing new ions that can compete or interfere with the dopant. PPy is stable in low pH47 and the 

boronic acid on the PPyBA can react with H+ but is reversible by adjusting the pH afterwards. 

Changing the dopant can have consequences. It can lead to higher or lower conductivity or structural 

changes which will be discussed later. Another way, which is used in this project, is to use EDTA. 

EDTA forms strong complexes with most metal cations and will by binding the Ca2+ ion break the 

template. The advantage with EDTA is that is milder than acid treatment and can also get rid of any 

Ca2+ ions in the polymer matrix which might react later and/or cause drifting in the impedance 

measurements.  

SEM 
As seen in fig 5.24 and 5.25 the particles are neither uniformly in size nor shape. There is two 

explanations for this. Firstly it could be the TBAF that disturbs or interrupt the polymerization by 

forming hydrogen bonds with the monomer and act as steric hindrance. It could also be that the 

TBAF simply take up the place since the polymerization is rather rapid there is not enough time for 

diffusion and the polymer can’t use the whole space inside the template leaving various forms and 

shapes. The cut off the Boc group could also be part of the problem since it is difficult to separate the 

PBA from it after the TBAF treatment. If any of these explanations are correct a solution would be to 

purify the monomer somehow. This is not an easy task but one way of doing it could be by increasing 



the pH so the monomer becomes negatively charged due to boronic acid becomes negatively 

charged, see fig 4.5. Then the monomers could be purified through an ion exchange column.    

Another, perhaps more possible, explanation is that there is simply not enough monomers. The BPBA 

is not very soluble and it is possible that there is too low concentration of monomers to fill out the 

whole template therefor creating this big variation in shapes and sizes. The small ones that are 

around 100-300nm fig 5.24 could be polymer parts that couldn’t connect to the main polymer inside 

the template if there was any, resulting in several small polymer chains instead of one big in a 

particle.  

To solve this the reason behind it must first be determined. To find a better solvent for BPBA could 

make it work. Even if it doesn’t it’s not a bad thing to have higher concentration of monomer. If there 

should be any unreacted monomer after the polymerization, which is highly unlikely due to the 

concentration and volume of oxidizer, it will be washed away in the washing steps in either case.  

 

Drifting in the impedance measurements 
The drifting seen in fig 5.5 and most clearly in fig 5.18 is a big problem. Especially if one needs precise 

measurements, a system should not be dependent on if it’s the first run or fifth if the conditions are 

the same. If the drifting was constant it could be fixed quite easily by just adjusting the signal for it. 

Some experiments show a “stable drifting” e.g. the pyrrole spike test with glucose seen in fig 5.18. 

But some graphs like 5.23 have a drifting that stops or decline and/or are dependent if the substrate 

is added or not.  

To solve this is not easy. It’s very hard to determine the reason as there is many factors that could be 

the reason behind it. So the only way is to try each parameter one by one.  

Since the one of the main reason for drifting is the system not being in steady-state it’s a good idea 

to start there. Molecules trapped inside the porous structure that starts to diffuse and/or react when 

a voltage is applied during measurement can cause drift. So by more thoroughly clean the particles 

and perhaps incubate them with dopant to force out any possible molecules that binds to the 

polymer could be one idea. This could also increase the conductivity which is a bonus.  

Parts of the material have fell off during the experiments which also disturbs the systems steady-

state. A solution here could be to adhere the particles stronger to the surface by adding for example 

nafion which will act as a glue. There is however some problems with this. By adding Nafion or similar 

another parameter is added to the system. Questions like “Could the Nafion interact with the 

substrate-boronic acid reaction?” needs to be explored and answered. Also if it affects the signal or 

maybe even causes more drifting by its own. If an adherent is added it’s important to keep this in 

mind and also if it possible to apply on a larger scale. Nafion is also conductive which can both be a 

good or bad thing. Good in the sense that it won’t isolate the PPyBA but bad the way that if it reacts 

with the substrate or something else it might give a signal which can falsely be taken as signal for 

substrate binding. 

Other possible explanations includes temperature changes which is not likely if they are not local and 

are because of some reaction. There can also be a growth of oxide layer or molecules that interact 

with the electrode to mention a few more possible explanations for the drifts in the measurements. 



 

 

Fluorine  

As dopant 

Fluorine will act as a dopant together with perchlorate in this project. As shown in Fig 4.4 it can 

stabilize the geometry by hydrogen bonding with the hydrogen on the nitrogen on the backbone of 

pyrrole. In the case of PPBA it can also hydrogen bond with the hydrogen in the hydroxyl group in the 

boronic acid which can lead to geometry changes for the whole polymer. To confirm this however 

further investigation needed. It also depends on the pH and if fluorine is bonded to the boron which 

also will affect the geometry. Fluorine is mainly seen as dopant and it will act as counter ions for the 

polarons in the pyrrole backbone, see fig 4.2.  

As Lewis base 

Boronic acid reacts with fluoride and the reaction is strongly pH dependent48. The reaction is driven 

to the right the lower the pH is. This can be explained by the OH- that leaves reacts with H+ and 

forms water thereby taking away product. In high pH there is high concentration of OH- and 

the reaction is driven to the left. 

 

Fig 6.1 Boronic acid reaction with fluoride ions. 

 



Fig 6.2 Equilibrium reactions with fluoride and diol with boronic acid. 

The addition of fluorine to the boron shifts the boron from sp2 to sp3 hybridisation. Fluorine is also an 

electron withdrawing group that will lower the pKa49. By lowering the pKa it is possible to lower the 

pH needed for complex formation with a diol.50 This will shift the equilibrium the right in fig 6.1 and 

6.2.  

Differences between PPy and PPyBA 
Besides the obvious that PPyBA have a boronic acid in the 2 position on the pyrrole there is a lot that 

the boronic acid contributes to. Optimal, pyrrole have a planar orbital landscape, see fig 4.3. This 

uniformity promotes conductivity throughout the polymer chain. By adding boronic acid this planar 

orbital landscape will most probably be interrupted and the conductivity will go down as the 

polarons cannot move as freely in the chain.  

The boronic acid might also interact with the dopants. By looking at fig 4.4 it is not impossible to 

imagine that the hydroxyl groups can hydrogen bound to the dopant or even the nitrogen on the 

pyrrole backbone and change the geometry/morphology both in a micro and macro scale. Depending 

on the pH the boronic acid have two or three hydroxyl and/or fluoride groups. These are in an 

equilibrium which can be disturbed during measurements and can create drifting during the 

impedance measurements. Free OH- can also replace the dopant which might affect the conductivity.  

Testing setup 
After getting no positive results with PPyBAP before reworking the TBAF procedure the setup was 

tested to see if that was the problem. The experiment was done in the same manner as a previous 

article42 since it was known that that setup gave response. By getting a similar response as the article 

it was concluded that the problem was with the material and not the machine, electrodes etc. used 

and focus could be turn to the material and how to improve it.  

Film structure on the electrode 

The procedure of drop cast is described in fig 5.4. This is not as straightforward as it might look like. 

There was problems during the project to adhere the particle film on the electrode. Reasons for this 

could be many including morphology of the particles, water soluble salts that have not been washed 

away that crystallise when drying and then dissolves again when put in buffer or how the procedure 

is done. By trial the best way to do it was to put a droplet on the electrode and then wait for 15-30 

minutes. This gives the particles time to fall down on the electrode. If the electrode is put directly in 

60°C the particles may form a less stable structure by evaporating the water too fast. This is a step 

that can be improved to decrease the drifting problems and also for future uses the material needs 

to be stable over time and have a good adhesion to the electrode.   

Galactose measurements 
A calibration curve for galactose was performed to evaluate how sensitive as a sensor the material is 

and to see if there is any linear relationship between EEC parameters and concentration. 

Unfortunately the calibration curve had to be done between two days due to time issues. This 

resulted in a jump in the curve. This can be due to a lot of things: loss of material, equilibrium 

stabilising etc. Still the R2 vs concentration of galactose shows a rather nice linear relationship. All 



measurements was done three times to observe the drift and make sure that the signal increase 

when substrate concentration was raised was more than just drift.  

The capacitance curve, fig 5.8, is a bit strange. Depending on if one chose to ignore the first 0.04M 

point or not it says different things. If the first 0.04M is ignored the curve plans out quite nicely at 

0.1M and gives a saturation. If the point is not ignored it looks like it saturates at 0.04M but then 

overnight something happens and then curve then saturates again. What this is due to is hard to 

guess. It can be the modelling that is a bit off as small changes can have a quite big impact. Some 

reactions and/or diffusion can have been going on overnight which affected the parameters.  

Glucose measurements 
After seeing that galactose worked the substrate was changed to glucose due to its general bigger 

interest. Fig 5.9 shows a similar behaviour as the galactose, fig 5.5, and is also done with three 

measurements per concentration. The modelling also showed good fitting with low error% and the 

values are reasonable. The R2 vs concentration of glucose show an even better linear relationship 

than galactose and have a linear range of 0M up to 0.1M fig 5.11. By plotting log R2 vs log 

concentration of glucose the linear ranges expands to the whole range of 0M to 0.5M fig 5.12. The 

linear range is good and can probably be expanded even further. Drifting is a problem to the 

sensitivity though and must be solved or at least be constant before it can be used to measure 

differences relevant to the physiological range. 

The capacitance, see fig 5.13, seems to go down in a linear fashion except for the last point of 0.5M 

glucose which skyrockets. By looking at the parameters this increase is mainly due to a trend change 

of the p1 parameter. The 0.5M point was done 20h after the others so it can be some kind of 

equilibrium process that have stabilised or shifted during that time. Again this can be due to the 

model or fit but also happen because some unknown process that is happening at high concentration 

of glucose.  

Comparing the capacitance graphs of galactose and glucose they show different trends and both 

have strange points that doesn’t fit. It is possible that this method for calculating capacitance can’t 

be applied to this system or that other factors play a much bigger role such as the adhesion to the 

electrode, unwanted molecules in the polymer matrix etc. As a conclusion this method of determine 

capacitance doesn’t seems to work well for this system setup. 

Pyrrole glucose test 
This test was done to make sure that PPy does not interact with glucose via impedance. If it does it 

would be pointless to use PPyBA and instead just use PPy. There was drifting in the measurements 

(fig 5.18) but it was rather consistent. The R2 value had drift but no increase of signal except for the 

drift when glucose was added fig 5.19. The raise in the warburg parameter can possibly be explained 

by the setup. The electrode was incubated for 30 min in the same buffer and with 0.5M glucose. The 

high concentration of glucose might have an effect on the dopants and/or ions that diffuse in the 

polymer by for example making hydrogen bonds or some unknown mechanism.   

 



EEC 

The model used in this thesis, seen in Fig 3.3, seems to give a good fit to the measurements. Other 

models was tested with a capacitance element instead of the CPE element and an additional 

capacitance element but with bad results. Other models could be explored but since the one used 

seems to work fine there is no real need for that if there’s no big changes to the system. 

In this work only one program44 is used for the modelling and fitting of the data. The results are 

dependent on not only the model used but also what algorithms that is used to fit the curve. 

Depending on what algorithm that is chosen different local minima will be found. It is possible that 

algorithms get stuck in a local minima which gives unreasonable values but still fits the curve. 

 

Physical interpretation of R2 
The charge transfer resistance value (R2) can be calculated after some assumptions as RCT = RT/nFi0 

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, n is number of electrons involved in a single 

reaction, F is the Faradays constant and i0 is exchange current density. 45 

The only thing that can changes is the exchange current density since the temperature is assumed to 

be constant and the number of electrons involved in each reaction should also be constant. One 

explanation for increasing exchange current density which gives lower R2 is that the orbital 

landscape changes. There is no more hydroxyl groups that disturbs but two ester bonds instead 

which might help or don’t disturb as much. Another reason might be that the hydroxyl groups 

hydrogen bonds with the dopants which will make the transfer slower because the dopants can’t 

diffuse as fast to the polarons to stabilise. Since the experiments are performed in 0.1M NaF there 

will be an equilibrium as in fig 6.1. When the ester bond is formed there is a possibility of fluoride to 

be released which might improve the dopant effect and make the ion transfer faster and lower the 

R2 value. 

Non-modelling analysis 
The capacitance increases when the substrate binds as seen in 5.14-5.17. The reason for this is not 

obvious and easy to explain as it depends on many factors such as the conductivity, release of ions 

due to binding, change of porosity etc. The film resistance can be approximated by looking at the 

point of the arc where the slope is ~45° at mid-range frequencies51 . This analysis was not done in this 

thesis but could be an interesting parameter to look at if it can accurately be correlated to the 

concentration of bound substrate to the polymer.  

Reversibility  
Reversibility is an important property if the sensor is meant to be reused or if it will be used as a 

storage and release device. As seen in fig 5.20 it is possible to release glucose and reuse the material. 

The problem here are several. First it uses acid which is normally something you want to avoid. The 

baseline in fig 5.20 isn’t the same before and after indicating that the acid doesn’t only break the 

glucose bond. If it’s meant to be inside the body it’s impossible to use practically and if for example if 

it’s going to be used on printed plastic the plastic must be acid resistant. Secondly, like previously 

discussed on how to use method to break CaCO3 template, acid can switch the dopant or leave ions 

inside the polymer matrix which can cause drift.  



The better way would be to break the ester bond via electrochemical methods. This way the material 

is more suitable to be used in vivo and as a storage and release unit where both detection and 

release can be controlled by the same system. Also if the material is used in organic electronics there 

is a big advantage if there is no need for chemicals for the release. A trial was done with different 

voltages see fig 5.21 and at -1.2V volt there is a clear change. The problem here shown in fig 5.22 is 

that the signal goes up again over time and/or measurements. Due to the rather harsh conditions of 

-1.2/-1.4V it’s not easy to say what causes the signal drop. The best case scenario would be that the 

ester bond is broken and the process worked but it could also be some reduction processes that goes 

on or some other unknown mechanism. But assuming that it is the glucose that is released why does 

the signal go up again? One explanation is that the glucose is released but diffuse out too slowly. So 

when then potential is set back to 0.2V where the measurements are done it simply binds again. This 

would explain that the signal doesn’t go quite back in fig 5.22 and 5.23 but further tests needs to be 

done to confirm this.  

If they do, why does the ester bonds break at -1.2/-1.4V then? One idea is that at deep cathodic 

voltage O2 is reduced to OH- which create basic conditions. Esters undergo basic catalysed hydrolysis 

in high enough pH which might be the case here. It’s also possible that some kind of radicals are 

created which attacks the ester bond and break it.  

QCM-D 
The results shown in fig 5.28 indicates that there is a binding and/or adsorption event on the surface 

of the electrode. This is probably binding since the mass doesn’t change when the buffer is changed 

from buffer + glucose to only buffer, except for the initial change see fig 5.28. The initial change 

when buffer is changed can be because of the viscosity of the liquid changes or simply because the 

buffer + glucose is heavier than the pure buffer which affects the readout. This isn’t a problem since 

it possible to only look at the binding/adsorption curve and ignore the steep drop.  

The glucose is believed to bind to the particles, not adsorb. This is because impedance 

measurements gave response which should imply that there is a binding that affects the conductivity 

although it is not impossible that it can be due to adsorption. Another reason is that the pure buffer 

phase is constant over time. No leakage of glucose from the surface. If the adsorption is strong it’s 

possible that it would behave in the same way but it is most likely that it is a covalent binding event.  

Looking at the dissipation graphs, fig 5.27, the change is small and corresponds well to the frequency 

graphs which implies that the measurements is good. If the dissipation graph would looked different 

from the frequency or the changes was much bigger than the result would have been harder to 

interpret.  

 

 

Potential practical uses 
The possible areas of usage for the material is quite broad. For glucose sensing in the medical area it 

needs a lot of improvement to be able to compete with the current devices. If it possible to solve the 

sensitivity problems and can also control the release of glucose by electrochemical processes there is 

a potential for a device that can both measure glucose and control the levels of it. Depending how 



much glucose it is possible to load into the material this can be used to keep homeostasis in the 

body. Of course there is a lot of practical and design problems of where to put it in the body, material 

choices etc. which needs to be solved before even starting years of optimization and clinical trials if 

this will become reality but it’s an idea worth exploring if it’s possible to release via electrochemical 

processes and can store a moderate amount of substrate.  

A better option if in the medical area is probably some kind of lab-on-a-chip type of device. Here the 

process ability and opportunity for large scale production is put to use. Pricewise it will be very hard 

to compete against the one time use strips for the normal glucose sensors but perhaps it can be 

applied to glucose measuring in the food area. Let’s say the glucose level of a soft drink needs to be 

controlled or during process like brewing etc. then the larger sensitivity range and process ability 

really shine.  

It could be used as a purification method by putting the sample through a colon of the particles. The 

effectiveness is however strongly dependant on the binding constant but depending on how pure the 

sample needs to be this should work for most polyiols that needs to be removed or captured. If the 

binding constant is low then the process needs to be repeated or run slower. The colon can then be 

cleaned by acid and is ready to use again. By implementing electrochemistry it should also be 

possible to get an idea of how much of polyiols there was in the sample without having to do further 

test afterwards.  

 

7 Future work 

Improve the material 
As seen in fig 5.9 and 5.18 the values of Z’ and Z’’ differs by 1-2 orders of magnitude. In order to 

improve the conductivity some changes to the material needs to be done. 

 Co-polymer 
One solution could be to have a co-polymer with a more conducting second monomer. A 

combination of pyrrole and PBA is one possible candidate. Another is blending PBA and EDOT (which 

have good conducting properties might work. Different ratios of the monomers is also an important 

factor. In theory the higher ratio of second monomer the better the conductivity and the higher ratio 

of PBA the better sensitivity and possible max load of substrate is possible. Higher conductivity could 

imply higher sensitivity due to a larger signal when substrate binds. There is still some possible 

problems here. It is hard to predict how it will polymerise, if it will at all. There is several different 

types of co-polymers: block co-polymer where there is longer segments of each polymer i.e. –(A-A-A-

A)n-(B-B-B-B)m-(A-A-A-A)x , random copolymer where the order of the monomers are completely 

random and follows no pattern,  it can also branch out and cause problems that way. 

Blend with other conducting polymer 
Another way is to make particles of a more conducting and mix it with PPBAP to improve the 

conductivity. Problem here could be to mix them and make them dry homogeneously, the size 

should be roughly the same if both are made by the same procedure with CaCO3 particles but if 

there’s a difference in polarity or charge there can be clusters of the same particles and the effect 

might be lost or low. 



  

Other boronic acid derivatives  

PPBA is far from the only boronic acid derivate polymer. Another explored is aminophenylboronic 

acid (add reference) which can polymerise with CaCO3 particles, but there was not enough time to 

explore it. In theory any polymer could be used if it is possible to attach a boronic acid group by some 

organic chemistry and then be polymerized inside the template. 

 

8 Conclusions 
-PPBAP was successfully synthesised and characterised 

-Calibration curves for galactose and glucose have been performed and a linear relationship between 

galactose/glucose and R2 value was found. Which can be used for determine concentration of 

unknown samples. 

-Trials with electrochemical release of glucose have been done with some possible positive results. 

-There is still a lot of work to do before it can be used as a proper sensor, especially the drifting 

problems, but it shows potential as it is a reagent-free method for measuring carbohydrates. 

 

This work shows some promising potential for polypyrrole boronic acid use in biomedicine/sensing. It 

could be used in the future in a glucose management device and make the life of diabetics easier and 

more comfortable. 

 

There are no ethical issues worth mentioning. No humans, animals or cells was used during the 

project. There may be some ethical issues for further studies of biocompatibility etc.  
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